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Abstract. The issues of pathogenesis, clinical manifestations, outcomes and 

prevention of reproductive disorders and infertility in patients with metabolic 

syndrome (MetS) and obesity studied. It was found that the main reproductive 

disorders of men with MetS were decreased testosterone levels, decreased sperm 

fertility and erectile dysfunction. In women with MetS, metabolic disorders also lead 

to reproductive disorders such as infertility, menstrual irregularities, premature birth, 

births of children with congenital anomalies. Reproductive disorders in patients with 

MetS can have negative consequences for individuals as reduced quality of life, 

depression and increasing metabolic disorders, and for the countries as depopulation. 

Normalization of basal metabolic rate by exercise and a diet improves reproductive 

health in patients with MetS. However, despite the proven positive impact of lifestyle 

adjustment, the search for the best cures’ treatment for reproductive disorders of 

patients with MetS remains open. 
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Introduction. The metabolic syndrome (MetS) increase prevalence leads to 

growing attention of medical specialists to the study of pathogenesis and consequences 

of this disease [1]. A study of The influence of lifestyle modifying on the MetS is 

studied, also MetS pathogenesis and improving treatment schemes are investigated. 

It is proved that lifestyle modification is an effective factor in combating the 

development of cardiovascular, mental and other events as a result of the metabolic 

disorders, the attention of researchers is primarily aimed at these questions [1-2]. 

Associated with the MetS infertility, reproductive losses and birth of children with 

congenital pathology are less studied. Although these conditions are not lifethreatening 

they may have such serious consequences as a life quality decrease, depression, 

strengthening MetS for individuals and depopulation for the country's population. The 

urgency of the study of the influence of metabolic disorders in the human body on its 



reproductive health is also due to the fact that in various populations near 20-40% of 

the population of reproductive age has MetS [1]. 

The purpose of publication is to light the basic reasons for the development of 

reproductive health in patients with metabolic syndrome and lifestyle role in the 

prevention of negative reproductive events. 

Research methods. For the analysis of modern ideas about the pathogenesis of 

reproductive health in patients with Mets, a search for Coochrane Library, Medline, 

WHO recommendations and leading European and American associations on 

management of patients with Mets, infertility and other reproductive disorders are 

studied. 

The Results 

Reproductive Function 

Reproductive function providing is an urgent problem for health care system and 

society [3]. The social significance of reproductive health preservation is concerned 

with fertility rates decrease in the European region, the United States, Japan, Hong 

Kong [4]. The reproductive system provides normal ovogenesis, spermogenesis, 

pregnancy, baby paste and birth. Necessary conditions for this is the initiation of the 

processes of ovogenesis and spermogenesis by secretion of Gonadotropin-Releasing 

Hormone (GNRH) [5], a satisfactory blood supply to all organs and systems, Mental 

Health, as well as a number of cascading metabolic reactions carried out by such 

hormones such as Leptin, Insulin and Greelin [6-7]. Violations at any stage of this 

process lead to significant and, sometimes, irreversible consequences [8-9]. 

Reproductive health is also assosiated with the general and sexual health [10]. 

Most of reproductive disorders and infertility are caused be endocrine, metabolic 

factors and occur as a result of long-term inflammation [11]. The exact data on the 

spread of infertility and reproductive disorders can not be obtained, since the presence 

of such violations is detected only when appealing to a doctor, but according to [12], 

infertility has 8-12% of reproductive age couples. The statistical data show that, 

although it is more likely to be feminine infertility, the proportion of the male factor is 

a leading or very important (not less than 40-50%) [12]. But, as a rule, the prevalence 

of male infertility in the population is much lower than real indicators. In Ukraine there 



is a tendency of the female and male infertility prevalence increase (Fig.1), and the 

infertile couples fraction is about 10-15%. According to the Ministry of Health data, 

the ratio between women and men is determined today as 3.5: 1, while 20 years ago 

the ratio between women and men was determined as 8.2: 1. 

 

 

Figure 1. The prevalence rate of infertility per 100000 in Ukraine (data of the 

Ministry of Health of Ukraine) 

The connection between MetS and reproductive disorders and infertility [13] 

have been proved. Studies show that one of eight Europeans who are drawn to a doctor 

about infertility, has MetS [14]. Meta-analysis data [15] also demonstrate a decrease in 

male fertility in patients with MetS and recommend further research in this direction. 

Metabolic syndrome appears in a third of infertile women with Polycysticovary 

Syndrome [16]. Also, research demonstrate decreased reproductive health in obesity 

patients [17]. As more and more adults [18], children and adolescents [19] are suffering 

from obesity, it is important to provide scientific search towards the prevention of 

reproductive disorders, infertility and obesity. 

These trends initiated a number of multidisciplinary studies of reproductive 

function in such metabolic disorders as obesity, insulin resistance and diabetes mellitus 

[20-24]. A study of expression and induction of Hypothalamic-Pituitary-Gonadal 

(HPG) Axis, GnRH [25-26] genes are promising researches in this feild. 



Well-known and studied issues are the influence of professional harm, ionizing 

radiation, infectious diseases, some medicines and harmful habits and scientific 

research in this direction continues [27-29]. The harmful environmental factors affect 

not only the reproductive system, but also the other endocrinological functions. The 

influence of stress factors on the reproductive function [30] is investigated. 

Investigations devoted to the reproductive health preservation of the oncological 

patients are performed [31]. 

Extremely relevant issues are to find ways to prevent reproductive and metabolic 

disorders and to form a habit of a healthy lifestyle. The research in this direction will 

be presented below. 

Pathogenesis and clinical manifestation of reproductive disorders in 

patients with metabolic syndrome / obesity 

The main reasons for the violation of reproductive function in both men and 

women with Mets are an oxidative stress caused by dyslipidemia, insulin resistance, 

leptin resistance, thermoregulation and depression disorders. A diverse study of the 

reproductive disorders pathogenesis shows that fertility decrease is caused by the 

violation of the HPG regulation and MetS [32]. Reproductive disorders in turn 

potentiate the severity of metabolic disorders and, thus, forms a closed circle. 

In women with MetS there is a decrease in the quality and number of oocytes, a 

violation of the menstrual cycle, a decrease in the receptivity of the endometrium, 

which leads to a infertility decrease [32]. Patients with MetS often demonstrate the 

ovarian polycystic syndrome [33] and reproductive losses, premature births, they have 

low the chances of giving birth to a living child and increased risk of the development 

of postpartum depression [34]. Obesity during pregnancy may increase the risk the 

mothers` MetS and may be the cause of fetus spina bifida, congenital heart defects and 

other congenital anomalies [35]. Сhildren born by obese mothers have increased risks 

of obesity, cardiovascular diseases and diabetes mellitus in an adult [36]. 

The prevalence of obesity grows from year to year among women and men. In 

Ukraine according to the Ministry of Health data the frequency of obesity among 

women was 15.92‰ and among men 8.10 ‰ in 2017 (in 2002 it was 10,13 and 4,65 

‰, correpondingly), so obesity frequency has grown 1.6 times among women and 1.7 



times among men. The obesity frequency among adolescents has grown 2.4 times 

(from 12.4 to 30.1 ‰) during 2005-2017.  

Mechanisms of female infertility and reproductive losses among women with 

MetS are well known, but male infertility is less studied, although the connection of 

MetS and the male infertility prevalence is confirmed [37-38]. Studies show a strong 

association between MetS and hypogonadism, bad sperm morphology, somatization 

and depression. The men with MetS demonstrate reduced testosterone and sex 

hormone-binding levels, reduced sperm fertility and erectile dysfunction. The 

hypertension influence on male infertility is being discussed [37-38]. 

The ways of reproductive function improvement among patients with 

metabolic syndrome / obesity 

The reproductive health of MetS patients could be improved by, interventions 

lowering weight, increase of motor activity, various diets, pharmacological 

preparations and bariatric surgery. 

This publication is devoted to the analysis of lifestyle modifications by 

increasing motor activity and food habits changes. Healthy lifestyle is the most 

important intervention to prevent unwanted consequences of Mets on health and 

fertility of men [39, 40]. A number of research shows a positive correlation between 

weight loss, based on regular motor activity and food calorage decrease, and 

testosterone increase, the total number of sperm and sperm mobility increase. The 

positive effect was determined not only when limiting the food calorage, but also in 

consumption of seafood, poultry, nuts, whole grains, fruits and vegetables, antioxidant 

drugs and increase the consumption of omega-3 fatty acids [40]. However, today there 

are no specific clinical recommendations for the treatment of male infertility in MetS 

patients, although the importance of lifestyle modification in the treatment of male 

infertility and erectile dysfunction is presented in the recommendations of Diagnosis 

and Treatmen to Infertility in Men: AUA / ASRM GUIDELINE with level of evidence 

B and C [41 -42]. 

Studies show that reducing body weight and insulin resistance and correction of 

other metabolic disorders in women affirms not only the basic disease, but also the 

reproductive health, so life modification is recommended by WHO, American 



Association of Clinical Endocrinologists and other organizations [43-44]. As a result 

of lifestyle modification and 5-10% weight loss, the frequency of spontaneous 

pregnancies grew up [45]. Meta-analysis [46], which assessed anthropometric, fertile, 

obstetric and fetal results of lifestyle modification showed that body weight decrease 

women lead to the growing frequency of pregnancies that came naturally, but this study 

did not reveal a significant influence of this intervention to others reproductive events. 

This could be explened by a mixed design of researches, which, included 

pharmacological preparations and lifestyle changes.  

It is known that mother's healthy feed nutrition during pregnancy reduces the 

risks of gestational diabetes and child overweight. Some studies demonstrate the 

advantages of various protein diets, while others recommend the use of the 

Mediterranean diet [47]. The multiplicity of nutrition in an aspect of body weight loss 

in patients with MetS is being discussed. 

We support the point that each patient with MetS requires an individual 

destination from a dietitian doctor taking into account the needs of the body and 

compulsory clarification of the principles of healthy eating. A balanced diet should be 

prescribed, it should satisfy the energy needs of the body and containe an adequate 

number of proteins, fats, carbohydrates, trace elements and vitamins. Particular 

attention should be payed to giving folic acid to the women of reproductive age, both 

to ensure the internal needs of the organism, and for the prevention of defects in the 

nerve tube in the fetus [48]. 

Regular physical activity in women and men can counteract the negative MetS 

impact and improve reproductive functions, even reduce the risk of developing MetS 

in descendants by epigenetic effects on the phenotypes modification [49]. The greatest 

effect is carried out by a moderate type aerobic load. 

According to American Diabetes Association, the minimum physical activity 

should be 150 minutes / week, and according to National Institute for Health and Care 

Excellence recommendations, obese and overweight body patients are recommended 

225-300 minutes / week of moderate-type motor activity, which is equivalent to the 

energy consumption of 1800- 2500 kcal / week [50]. It can be walks, swimming, aqua 

aerobics. But physical activity should be increased gradually and in accordance with 



the recommendations of a doctor, before starting training, it is necessary to determine 

whether a patient requires special adaptations for exercise exercises. 

Before the lifestyle modification you must know whether the patient has strong 

motivation to follow the recommended regime. A psychotherapist consultation could 

be recomended, behavioral therapy could be carried out in order to consolidate 

motivation and education of self-control skills [51]. 

Conclusions. Consequently, the weight loss, adequate physical activity and 

proper nutrition are leading non-pharmacological factors of treatment of reproductive 

disorders in patients with metabolic syndrome. Today, the study of a positive impact 

of lifestyle correction is relevant, optimal tactics should be elaborated in with the 

multidisciplinary team of doctors. 
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